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career, relocations, and a host of other life issues we've
managed to stay connected to each other and supportive of
each other.
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On my flight home I had time to reflect on what accounted
for the success of this decades long friendship. Given the
nature of this trip, one thing came to me quickly. Recently
my consulting, speaking and writing schedules have been
quite hectic and sometimes conflicting. I badly needed a
break. When I'm consulting with one of my client
companies, delivering a talk at a speaking engagement or
even when I'm all alone researching or writing, I'm "on" alert, responsive, fully engaged, and striving to be at the top
of my game. After work I kick off my shoes and relax, I let
down and unwind. It's not that at home I want to be dull,
unresponsive or disengaged; it's just that I don't need to be
"on". It's like that with a good friend. Certainly you want to
be engaged and enjoy good company but you don't have to
be "on"; you can just "be". That's one positive aspect of
friendship but it only refers to those that are already tried
and true.
It occurred to me that by looking more closely at this great
friendship of mine I might better determine why friendships
are so important. And, in doing so I developed some ideas
regarding how to develop stronger friendships and why
friendships so powerfully enhance the quality and enjoyment
of our lives.

Paths Forward
· From Acquaintance to Friend. We meet people in a
variety of situations such as through school (ours or our
children's), neighborhood, work, hobbies, religious, social, or
other kinds of groups. Most of these folks just pass through
our lives; others become friendly acquaintances and of that
group a select few develop into real friends. To develop
friends one needs to do a couple of things: 1. Be open to
meeting and becoming acquainted with people in any
situation in which you find yourself. On one occasion I met
and started chatting with a person when we were both
standing in line at the airport. Over time Scott and his
family and my family have become close friends. 2. Be
willing to invest some energy. If it seems you have
something in common with or communicate really well with
an acquaintance think of a couple of ways to facilitate that
relationship. Informal settings like lunch, a backyard BBQ, or
other group events work well. From there things will either

evolve (which takes time) or not.
·Friends L.A.S.T.(Listen, Attend, Show Empathy, Talk)
Friends don't talk just to hear themselves speak. They want
you to hear them. Listening means not just using your ears
but also using your attending skills to pay attention with
your eyes and all your perceptive abilities to the other
person's posture, facial expressions, and the emotions
behind the words. To show empathy is to understand and
share the feelings of others. Your friend wants you to be
upset that he crashed his car, not be upset with him that he
crashed his car. Friends cannot read each other's minds so
talking and communicating is essential; getting it perfect
every time is not. With friends you get credit just for trying
and you get extra credit for trying again when you get it
wrong the first time.
·Friends Are Both Similar and Different. I couldn't have a
better friend than Jim but that doesn't mean we see
everything the same way. We share some social, political
and spiritual views and respectfully disagree in others.
Frankly, because I so value his opinion, our rare
disagreements make me consider my own inconsistencies
and help me sharpen my thinking. Jimmy and I have similar
tastes in music but different tastes in movies. He is very
skilled in the culinary arts and dangerous with power tools; I
am dangerous in the kitchen and a fair handyman. I'm an
outdoorsman and love the ocean; he has a TV the size of a
ping-pong table (what a beauty!) and lives in the desert.
Our personal backgrounds, personalities and educations have
both similarities and differences; our commonalities make it
easy to communicate and our differences make it interesting
and help us learn from each other.
· Friends Are Okay With Silence. Years ago I used to do a
fair bit of sailing in Boston Harbor with my good pal Rich.
Once we were loaded up and underway, we could go a
couple of hours with just a few sentences. Before my old
friend Si passed away, we used to spend a good many hours
together in the outdoors. We could go a whole half-day in
silence. Between friends silence is comfortable, not an
enemy or an empty void to be filled in at every moment.
· Friends Share Work, Not Just Fun. We've all heard the
phrase 'many hands make light work'. Not only is it true, it
also makes for good friends. Sure, having fun with friends is
great but working together is also an effective way to
enhance a friendship. Conversation, humor and another set

of hands and eyes can help transform a task into something
if not exactly fun, then at least not so burdensome. Trading
off help with tasks such as yard work, home repairs, Springcleaning or shopping (ok, this falls into the fun category for
some, not me) is a good way to keep a friendship on a 50 /
50 balance. When a friend helps you, you are then
motivated to help him or her. I know that often I would
rather help my friend Jeff tackle his chores than do my own.
And I'm pretty sure he feels the same way too.
· The Death of Friendship. Sometimes a friendship just
doesn't work out. A job change, a relocation, a marriage, a
divorce, a change of financial situation, the arrival or
departure of children all can contribute to a friendship's
demise. Making the extra effort to stay in touch and bridge
the divide can help but if it doesn't, it may be time to let go
and move on. Over time you may discover that a friend is or
has become a user, a confidence-breaker, a control freak, or
is gossipy, selfish, unethical in personal or business dealings,
or ethnically, racially or otherwise biased. You can try to
help these people recognize and change these traits but if
they are deeply ingrained it will probably be a losing battle.
Ultimately these toxic relationships will hurt you in one way
or another. The better option is to avoid them if you can
and separate yourself when you must.
· Friends As Family. Maybe the family you were born into
was like the Waltons - always laughing and working
together, respecting each other's feelings and differences
and supporting each other's goals and dreams. Or maybe
not. Whatever the case may be, you have the opportunity to
build a network of caring, trustworthy, loyal, supportive
people through friends who can calm your fears, who
support your dreams and raise your spirits. And, when these
friends ask how you are, they will truly care about the
answer. That sounds like a dream family to me and it's one
you can build for yourself!
LifeMap is about achieving one's goals and your friendships
can help you do that in all areas of your life. If you want or
need more friends, go out and find them. And the best way
to have a good friend is to be one.

Resources
Someone you know job hunting or thinking about it?
To order the best, concise, all-round job changing guide

available. “Winning Job Interviews: Reduce Interview
Anxiety, Outprepare the Other Candidates, Land the Job You
Love” by Dr. Paul Powers, click the link below.
Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true
vocation?
Or know someone who is? To order your copy of “Love Your
Job! Loving the Job You Have, Finding a Job You Love” by Dr
Paul Powers, click the link below.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksarticles.html

Have Dr. Paul speak at your next meeting or
conference.
Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations from an
acknowledged leader in the field of career and personal
success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html

Have an issue or question you’d like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an
email to the email address list below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think
will enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
to your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,
Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 781-237-0550
Fax: 781-237-5721
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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